
 

 

Following the Money: Fenian Bonds, Diasporic Nationalism, and Distant Revolutions in 

the Mid-Nineteenth-Century United States 

 

The United States was home to a market in distant revolutions in the middle decades of the 

nineteenth century.1 Between the late 1830s and the end of the 1860s, American citizens 

could invest in a range of bonds produced by nationalist and secessionist movements. Each 

required a leap of faith to imagine a geopolitical state of affairs that was at odds with 

immediate reality, sometimes radically so. This article analyses one case - that of mid-century 

Irish-American nationalism - to assess participation in this marketplace and the means by 

which those standing outside Lincoln’s ‘family of nations’ sought to work their way into its 

embrace.2 It builds outwards from a single, tangible source – the bonds of the Irish Republic, 

yet to be established – to offer a material history of nationalist aspiration, failure and 

redemption. In addition to these bonds, this article draws on newspaper reports, the 

correspondence of British diplomats, letters between Irish-American nationalists, and a 

hitherto unused Fenian Brotherhood bond ledger book to make three claims.3 

The first is that bond issues by revolutionary movements demonstrate that debt was an 

important means of building and sustaining communities that could contest existing state 

relations. Historians have emphasised the connection between the growth of debt markets and 

the evolution of the modern nation-state but they have not been as attentive to the social and 

emotional (as well as financial) work that debt does for aspirant nations.4 The Fenian 
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Brotherhood was a diasporic community performing an important aspect of the life of the 

modern nation-state, apparently embracing the cold and neutral logic of the capitalist bond 

market of the nineteenth century but with an extra-economic goal: in addition to raising funds 

they made a geopolitical claim on behalf of a nationally-defined social group. Bonds acted as 

a form of ‘special money’: financial instruments marked by social and cultural assumptions 

that transcend their nominal monetary value.5 Fenian bonds fit this model although, as will be 

seen, their ultimate redemption suggests that what might be special money for one generation 

can devolve into its immediate financial form in the next.6 

Second, this article argues that bonds formed part of a historically specific ‘repertoire 

of contention’, to use historical sociologist Charles Tilly’s phrase.7 Historians have 

investigated various individual cases of bonds being used to generate funds, but none have 

explored this commonality in the use of bonds among various, disparate groups. Its 

recurrence suggests an accepted model for generating external support for national self-

determination. The bond, in its social, financial and political aspects, was something that such 

groups could reach for at this particular moment in time and in this particular place. Why? 

This article contends that a recent and enduring culture of free banking in the United States, 

in which anyone could print promissory notes; largely unregulated bond markets; a long 

history of apparent sympathy with republican revolutions outside the United States; a drive to 

consolidate domestic sentiment in support of these distant revolutions; and aggressive if 
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contested public interest in American expansion all worked to render this kind of investment 

an attractive tool at this moment in time. These are contingent reasons, specific to the United 

States. More broadly this article concurs with those historians who have seen bonds, debt, 

and banknotes as central to nation-state-building. This was, after all, a period in which the 

issuance of paper notes was intrinsically bound up with the claims of nation-states to 

modernity and legitimacy. Historians have generally assessed this in the context of whose 

claim to nationhood was rooted in their occupation of the territory they claimed. This article 

suggests that this logic might also be employed by those who wished to assert their 

legitimacy and their modernity in a diasporic context. I argue that the marketplace in 

nationalist and secessionist bonds suggests that debt can reflect and constitute a connection 

between citizen and nation diasporically, even where that nation-state is only speculative. 

Third, these bonds offer us a way of grounding and making tangible the intellectual 

and ideological connections proposed by historians and historical geographers who have done 

such fine work in transnationalising our understanding of nationalism in the mid-nineteenth 

century.8 One implication of this literature is that we can better connect nation, state and 

empire formation in the United States with the percolation of nationalist thought elsewhere, 

though we still know more about ideas than we do about processes. This article addresses this 

imbalance by following a single object – the Fenian bond – through its commission, purchase 
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and redemption. It allows us to move away from more abstract discussions of liberalism, 

nationalism and imperialism, towards a bottom-up understanding of transnational community 

and revolutionary sympathy in this period. As anthropologist Daniel Miller has written (in a 

very different context): ‘material culture is often the concrete means by which the 

contradictions held within general concepts such as the domestic or the global are resolved in 

everyday life.’ Fenian bonds sold in small denominations in working-class neighborhoods 

exemplify this.9 Neither the bonds themselves nor the bondholders might ever again see 

Ireland, but these objects allowed people with little capital participation in a form of everyday 

diasporic transnationalism, as individuals could engage in transnational community-building 

in their immediate locality.10 The sample size that this article discusses is small, but it allows 

us to pair a horizontal analysis – this is happening in a variety of places over a period of 

decades – with a vertical one: here are the detailed mechanics of revolutionary bond issuance 

in the urban United States in the middle of the nineteenth-century. With this, we can gain 

some modest but significant insight into the kinds of people involved in their sale and 

purchase, the context in which such people operated, and the political, financial and 

diplomatic implications of their actions. 

This article begins with the promise inscribed on the bonds issued by the Fenian 

Brotherhood in New York City as that organisation, the American corollary of the Irish 

Republican Brotherhood (I.R.B.), sought to raise money to fund revolution in Ireland in the 

mid-1860s. The promise was that the sum subscribed by bondholders would be ‘redeemable 

Six Months after the acknowledgment of the Independence of the Irish Nation with interest 

from the date hereof inclusive at Six per cent per annum payable on presentation of this bond 
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at the Treasury of the Irish Republic.’11 This article then considers the broader context of 

bond issuance by revolutionary, secessionist and nationalist non-state actors, and examines 

their impact on Anglo-American diplomacy in the years following the Civil War. It makes a 

methodological claim: historians should bring to the history of bonds and similar financial 

instruments the same sensitivity and insight that they have shown when theorising the 

production, iconography of money and its attendant social and cultural contexts.12 Finally, 

this article concludes with the discharged pledges of a dead generation, as the provisional 

Irish government exchanged outstanding Fenian bonds for bonds issued in the name of the 

revolutionary Irish state. Redemption came a decade later, and by 1937 the Free State had 

paid its debt to its bondholders. Far from being the junk bonds assumed by the Fenian 

Brotherhood’s contemporaries, Fenian bonds proved a surprisingly durable investment. 

Historians have done little to analyse bonds such as these, though they have sketched 

a growing public familiarity with wartime and railroad securities from the early 1860s 

onwards.13 The bonds and treasury notes of the Texan Republic, issued in the late 1830s and 

early 1840s, have attracted some attention but Anglophone historians of bond issues by 

revolutionary organisations have generally focused on the London market and on the 

sovereign debt of newly-established nations rather than the issue of promissory notes by 

revolutionary movements prior to their recognition. Latin American bonds, in particular, have 

drawn the attention of economic historians, who have investigated the role of mediating 

banks, British diplomatic recognition, the development of sovereign debt, and the causes and 
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implications of debt crises.14 These issues generally came with the imprimatur of a trusted 

banking house.15 In the United States, by contrast, such issues were generally marketed 

directly to the public via bond agents. Whilst historians of U.S. foreign relations have 

produced rich studies of the Confederacy’s wartime hunt for finance in Europe, they have 

said little about the mass of reciprocal efforts, as secessionist, anti-imperial and nationalist 

groups sought to secure funds in the United States itself.16 In part this is because of the 

fragmented source material and the difficulty of reconstructing this underworld of American 

foreign relations. The records of the Fenian Brotherhood offer a novel opportunity to 

reconstruct this underworld. 

 

I 

Irish nationalists founded the Fenian Brotherhood in New York City in 1858 as an 

organisation dedicated to forcibly ending British rule in Ireland. It was intended to be the 

auxiliary association to the Irish Republican Brotherhood, supplying that organisation with 

money, men, and arms.  Many early members, including the Brotherhood’s first president, 

John O’Mahony, had taken part in the failed Irish rebellion of 1848, and were convinced of 

the need for a more robust, disciplined organisation to sustain their efforts for Irish home 

rule.17 The Fenian Brotherhood made the decision to issue bonds at its national convention at 
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Cincinnati in January 1865. In his opening address O’Mahony stressed the importance of 

shaping what was then ‘a military organization,’ a product of recruitment drives in Union and 

Confederate camps during the Civil War, into a ‘civic and self-governing body… no longer 

dependent upon… any small number of individuals,’ but comparable with ‘any chartered 

corporation in the country.’18 The bond issue was intended to complement the dues system 

already in place, as individuals would pay ten cents per week at meetings of their local 

Brotherhood ‘circle.’19 Bonds were novel: earlier efforts to secure Irish home rule had rested 

on ad hoc contributions or, in the case of the 1840s campaign to repeal the Act of Union 

between Britain and Ireland, small, regular donations known as ‘Repeal Rent.’20 By contrast, 

bonds were a more sophisticated and administratively complex instrument with which to raise 

money. Regulations about their issue were written into the Brotherhood’s constitution as part 

of the effort to establish ‘a never-failing base of supplies’ for revolutionary activity in 

Ireland.21 The audited ledger book mined below is a product of this emphasis on 

professionalism and transparency. 

 With its public sessions and reportedly large audiences, the Cincinnati convention 

demonstrated the importance of the performance of diasporic nationalism for Ireland’s claim 

to a place among the powers of the earth.22 The implementation of a constitution; the election 

of officials; the establishment of a small central bureaucracy to maintain the organisation 

between conventions; the issuing of bonds with appropriate oversight; the commitment in 
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January 1865 to endure as ‘a fixed and permanent institution in America,’ and the assertion 

that the Irish people ‘constitute one of the distinct nationalities of the earth, and as such [are] 

justly entitled to all the rights of self-government’ all pointed to a desire to build ‘a durable 

political entity rather than a crisis-driven, perishable movement.’23 

 John O’Mahony may have envisaged a more professional Brotherhood but Fenian 

leaders on both sides of the Atlantic were aware that the process of raising and remitting 

money was problematicremained haphazard and uncertain through 1865. The Fenians relied 

on individual bankers’ drafts, issued by Belmont & Co. in New York City and drawn on N. 

M. Rothschild & Sons in London. Five of these, amounting to just under $27,000, were 

intercepted by the British government in late summer 1865.24 In November 1865, the IRB 

appointed John Mitchel, arguably the most famous of the post-1848 Irish exiles, as the 

Brotherhood’s financial agent in Paris, responsible for receiving money from the United 

States.25 Conscious of being watched by British spies, Mitchel instituted a more meticulous 

financial regime, sending regular information on remittances and moving bank on occasion 

(though the Fenians continued to send money via Rothschild & Sons.)26 

 Simultaneously, the Brotherhood pushed hard to raise a large sum of money after it 

issued a ‘final call’ for funds that August.27 A key component of this fund drive was the 

Fenian bond, which was a diasporic initiative. By October 1865 newspapers throughout the 
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United States were reporting that the Brotherhood had commissioned the New York-based 

Continental Bank Note Company to produce a batch of engraved bonds for public sale. 

However, before these bonds reached the American public the Fenian Brotherhood split into 

two factions. William Roberts, recently elected president of the new Fenian Senate, led the 

impeachment of O’Mahony for signing his own name on these bonds, in breach of the 

Brotherhood’s constitution. (The Brotherhood’s treasurer had resigned before he could 

endorse the bonds; O’Mahony claimed that this left him with no choice but to sign his own 

name instead.)28 More generally, O’Mahony’s lack of militancy and the lack of a militant 

response to a British clampdown on the I.R.B. in September 1865 and dissatisfaction with 

O’Mahony’s uninspiring public performances fed discontent with his leadership.29  

Beginning in late January 1866 and running through at least November of that year, 

the O’Mahony faction issued bonds in denominations of five, ten, twenty, fifty, one hundred, 

and five hundred dollars. These denominations suggest a desire to build a broad base of 

support amongst people with limited cash to spare. Though one rogue bond agent claimed 

that the bonds would ultimately be redeemed in gold – a potentially important consideration 

for anyone looking to invest for financial return – it is hard to know whether this reflected 

Fenian policy absent any further substantiation.30 At the same time, Roberts’ rival faction 

also issued bonds, signed by Michael Scanlan, a militant Fenian (and candy company 

executive) from Chicago.31 The decision to commission the Continental Bank Note Company 
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indicated a seriousness of purpose on the part of the Brotherhood. The Company was known 

for its use of sophisticated technology and, alongside two other companies, won the contract 

to produce U.S. bank notes under the terms of the 1863 National Banking Act.32 Between 

July 1863 and January 1870 the federal government paid the Company more than $500,000 

banknotes and bonds for the nation; they also produced bank notes for Japan’s Meiji 

government.33 For the Fenian project the Company made designs from scratch rather than 

using a composite of older bank note plates – something that would have raised the cost to 

the Brotherhood but offered greater guarantees against forgery.34 

The appearance of these coincided with a period of intense debate over the nature of 

American banknotes, and in a context in which Americans were in general more familiar with 

bonds as commonplace financial instruments. As numerous historians have noted, the money 

supply in the antebellum United States was ‘consistently promiscuous:’ anyone with a small 

amount of cash and sufficient persuasive power might issue bank notes and coin money, and 

foreign specie circulated freely.35 Churches, insurance agencies, agricultural societies and 

individual merchants, amongst others, issued promissory notes that functioned as ready 
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cash.36 In this context, such bonds were just one more form of financial obligation, as 

valuable as people collectively decided that they were. The challenges of financing the Civil 

War prompted both an intense debate over paper money, and a massive expansion and 

democratisation of the domestic bond market. The Union issued more than $2.2bn worth of 

securities to as many as three million people, private firms conducted successful public 

promotion campaigns to encourage people to invest in them, and bond agents travelled to 

‘every nook and corner’ of the northern states.37 The circulation of greenbacks and the 

democratic messaging that accompanied bond drives meant that the American public in 1865 

was far more conversant with such notes than it had been at the beginning of the war when, 

one newspaper commented, ‘a United States Loan has never been heard of far outside of the 

larger cities.’38 And, though formal financial institutions like the New York Stock Exchange 

expanded significantly, this remained a largely informal, interpersonal world, reliant on local 

bond agents and civic sensibility. 

It is hard to know how much cash the ‘greenbacks of Patrick and Bridget’ brought to 

the Brotherhood.39 Robert Doan’s history of American financing of Irish nationalism suggests 

that bond sales were disappointing, with many Fenian circles failing to sell any bonds at all.40 

His suggestion that only $4,530 worth of bonds were sold is too low, however, because it 

rests only on the report of the Roberts faction and only covers those bonds bought directly 
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from the central organisation and its agents.41 According the O’Mahony faction’s ledger 

book, bond sales brought in $60,775.01 between late January 1866 and the end of June 1867. 

That constituted about a fifth of the total amount of bonds issued.42 The New York Times, 

always sniffy about the Brotherhood and unlikely to oversell its achievements, reported that 

at least $100,000 worth of bonds had been sold by mid-November 1866.43 Some circles were 

more successful than others, of course. Brooklyn’s Tara Circle cleared almost all of the 

$1250 worth of bonds to which they had subscribed. Manhattan’s Red Hand Circle did even 

better, oversubscribing by more than 80%, taking just under $3000 in the course of 1866.44 

Others were less successful. The three southern bond agents represented in the ledger failed 

to sell a single bond; one, Patrick Condon, claimed that ‘the fate of the Confederate bonds 

throws a damper on the sale of ours.’45 

Such pessimism may have been justified – the following month a congressional 

committee reported a bill that prohibited payment of Confederate debt – but Condon hinted at 

a significant comparative phenomenon.46 As he suggested, the Fenian Brotherhood was not 

the only organisation issuing speculative bonds in this period. As bonds issued in the course 

of insurrection against another power, their closest contemporary comparison were the bonds 

issued by the Confederacy in March 1863. As historians have detailed, these were ‘sold 
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Report of the Trials of Thomas Burke and Others (Dublin, 1869), 186. 
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primarily in England,’ ‘denominated in sterling, paid 7% interest per year,’ came in 

denominations of £1000, £500, £200 and £100, and ‘could be converted into cotton on 

demand’ 47 Despite the poor credit record of a number of southern states, the Confederacy 

had a number of obvious advantages that the Fenian Brotherhood did not.48 It established a 

system of domestic taxation, however averse some Confederates were to enforcing it, and 

throughout the war years the Confederacy serviced the bonds, making interest payments as 

they came due.49 Unlike the Confederacy, the Fenian Brotherhood’s republic was purely 

speculative, though the Brotherhood’s opulent headquarters on Union Square in Manhattan 

did house a treasury office, ‘the same as one would find in a well[-]regulated financial 

establishment anywhere,’ including a bureau dedicated to ‘preparing and stamping the Fenian 

bonds.’50 There was, however, no commodity underpinning the value of Fenian bonds. By 

contrast, foreign investors in Confederate securities could opt to convert their debt into cotton 

if they were prepared to run the Union blockade.51 

Bonds issued by republican forces during the French intervention in Mexico provided 

a further comparison for contemporaries.52 Needing funds to fight French imperial forces, 

republican agents worked to sell the $60,000,000 worth of bonds issued by the Mexican 

government in August 1865.53 These bonds offered the same six per cent interest but, unlike 

the Fenian bonds, they were explicitly backed by earmarked taxes plus tariff revenue. There 
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also appears to have been a secondary market for Mexican bonds, as for those of the 

Confederacy. By contrast, there is little to suggest that Fenian bonds circulated beyond their 

immediate purchasers and, we can assume, they were backed only by the faith that a 

republican Ireland would be materially better off – and able to fund its debt with ease – once 

the burden of British taxation had been lifted.54 

 

II 

As this suggests, the Fenian Brotherhood was not alone in seeing bonds as a valuable 

revolutionary tool. The middle decades of the nineteenth century saw a proliferation of 

investment opportunities for individuals who were keen to support nationalist and 

secessionist movements. As such, we should think of the bond as being part of a repertoire of 

contention: it was a tool that those seeking revolutionary change might reach for in order to 

disrupt the existing international order, as well as being a financial investment. From late 

spring 1838, an American investor could purchase the red-backs and bonds of the Texan 

Republic, the values of which fluctuated wildly with rumours of annexation and a bondholder 

bailout.55 Texas annexation may not have been a sure bet, but it was a less risky investment 

than the bonds issued by William Walker for his Nicaraguan filibustering projects in the late 

1850s, the face of which indicated Walker’s  intention  to ‘unit[e] Central America’s five 
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republics under his rule.’56 Walker managed to sell some of these bonds to investors in New 

Orleans and was successful in using them as a down payment for arms.57 From 1850 onwards 

speculators could invest in Narciso Lopez’s Cuban filibustering missions, though 

filibustering remained such a risky venture that they generally traded at about ten per cent of 

their face value.58 Those whose commitment outlasted the U.S. Civil War could again invest 

in Cuban futures in the late 1860s [Image 1]. These were taken up ‘by the Cubans in New 

York, at from about 23 to 35 cents on the dollar,’ according to one of the city’s newspapers.59 

 

Image 1: An 1869 Cuban bond, signed by Jose Morales Lemus, the Cuban rebels’ official envoy to the United 

States.60 
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Though printed in Spanish on its face, the reverse showed an English translation, suggesting 

an expected market in the Anglophone world.61 There were even rumours in the summer of 

1867 of bonds being issued ‘in the name of the Israelitish Government, bearing seven per 

cent. interest,’ though the editor of the New York Jewish Messenger was quick to disavow 

such a scheme.62 (‘The Hebrew people,’ he argued, ‘are not as readily imposed upon as the 

victims of Fenian bonds.’)63 

The Confederate States of America; republican Mexico; Walker’s Nicaragua; a Cuba 

freed from Spanish imperial governance; and the Irish Republic: each invited Americans to 

speculate about the collapse of empires and the prospects of revolutionary state-building. 

Historians who have written of the social and cultural meaning of money have drawn 

attention to the fact that the stuff of financial transactions itself has a history. Money is more 

than (and sometimes not even an) abstract measure of value. As such, historians have rightly 

argued that the images displayed on financial instruments can tell us much about the political 

and economic imaginary of those issuing, circulating and handling those notes and coins, 

though generally this analysis has come in the context of existing, territorially-bounded 

nation-states.64 We can use bonds to gauge Irish republicans’ sense of their national identity 

just as we can use those of Confederate or Cuban nationalists. Both the O’Mahony and 

Roberts bonds bore the earnest trappings of sentimental Irish nationalism – the wolfhound, 
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the round tower, the harp – complemented by the iconography of American liberty: on an 

O’Mahony ten, lady liberty pointing east across the sea to a rising sun; on a Roberts twenty, 

an eagle breaking its chain to alight on a rock marked ‘Irish Independence’ [Images 2 and 

3].65 The Continental Bank Note Company’s ‘fine specimens of engraving’ featured a 

mechanically-produced anti-counterfeit pattern surrounding these images of nationalist icons 

and mythic patriotic scenes.66  

The script on O’Mahony’s bonds was flanked on one side by a portrait of Edward 

Fitzgerald, a key figure in the Irish rebellion of 1798, and on the other by one of Wolfe Tone. 

Tone had been a founder of the Society of United Irishmen, an anti-sectarian association 

dedicated to the reduction of the power of the Protestant Ascendancy in Ireland.67 We might 

presume that his non-sectarian politics, his espousal of late eighteenth century republican 

thought and, perhaps, his brief American residence in exile in the mid-1790s made him an 

attractive figure to the Fenian Brotherhood.68 Tone may also have appealed because of his 

success in persuading an enemy of Britain – Revolutionary France – to take Ireland seriously 

in its geopolitical calculations. A less sympathetic reading might suggest that it was Tone’s 

self-awareness – he knew full well that his final attempt at supporting insurrection in Ireland 

would fail – that made him an appropriate mascot for the Brotherhood.   
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Image 2: A $10 bond issued by John O’Mahony’s faction in March 1866.69 

 

In addition to his prominent place on Fenian bonds his name was also used by various Fenian 

groups. The O’Mahony faction’s ledger book details four different Wolfe Tone Circles, 

including one body styling itself the ‘Wolfe Tone Cadets.’70 He was the second most popular 

eponym, after the celebrated nationalist martyr Robert Emmet, executed in 1803, with whom 

he was paired in appeals for the legitimacy of the Fenian Brotherhood as enunciating ‘the true 

principles of Irish independence.’ 71 Here, on the face of the Brotherhood’s bonds, this appeal 

to a revolutionary lineage flanked an image of Columbia hastening a Union soldier to look 

eastwards across the ocean: an Irish nationalist inheritance underwritten by martial 

experience and U.S. advocacy. 

 Likewise, the $20 bonds issued by William Roberts’ faction noted the Fenian 

Brotherhood’s reliance on American power and nodded to the same revolutionary 
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inheritance. Again, the portraits of two stalwart heroes embellished the promise of financial 

pay-off. One was John Barry, who was born in County Wexford, emigrated to Pennsylvania 

in 1760, and later regarded as ‘the patriarch of the American Navy.’72 The second, Richard 

Montgomery, offered a more literal and ominous hint at the Roberts faction’s intentions. 

Dublin-born Montgomery had emigrated to New York in the 1770s and, as Brigadier 

General, seized Montreal for the Continental Congress before dying in a failed attempt to 

take Quebec in late 1775.73 The blend of historical iconography and windswept scenery on 

each bond was the Continental Bank Note Company’s stock-in-trade, as evidenced by an 

1873 yen note that the Company produced for the Japanese government [Image 4]. More 

generally, this portraiture of national heroes and the emphasis on revolutionary lineage 

reflected a mid-century commitment to using banknotes as a vehicle for naturalising national 

identification, historicising present nationalist claims, and educating citizenry.74 This could 

happen in a bounded territorial space, as historian Eric Helleiner has highlighted, but the 

Fenian case suggests that this could be as much about engendering national attachment 

outside that territorial space – in a diasporic context - as it was about legitimating state 

capacity within it.75 
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Image 3: A $20 bond issued by William Roberts’s faction in 1867.76 

 

 

Image 4: a ¥1 bank note produced by the Continental Bank Note Company in the early 1870s.77 
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Each bond, of course, also carried a promise and, by implication, the projection of a 

future Irish nation. The ten dollar bond that John Maloney, a member of Williamsburg’s 

Hamilton Rowan Circle, carried home to his house at 103 Grand Street was typical.78 It 

promised that the Irish Republic was in Maloney’s debt ‘in the sum of TEN DOLLARS 

redeemable Six Months after the acknowledgment of the Independence of the Irish Nation 

with interest from the date hereof inclusive at Six per cent per annum payable on presentation 

of this bond at the Treasury of the Irish Republic.’79 With this commitment came a 

disavowal: allegiance to the hypothetical republic entailed rejection of British subjecthood.80 

Many prominent scholars have followed Marx and offered cultural and social theories of 

value and monetary exchange situated within histories of modernity and, more specifically, of 

capitalism.81 We should think of Fenian bonds within two additional frames of reference. The 

first, most obviously, is nationalism.82 Ideologically, the bond that Maloney carried home 

helped collapse the distance between Williamsburg and an identified homeland. Materially, 

the bond allowed Maloney to do more than simply gift money to a distant recipient. Both he 

and the hypothetical nation were in some way enacting sovereignty through this transaction, 

and he personally shouldered some small responsibility for the creation of the republic. 

Second, Fenian bonds were necessarily anti-imperial. Handling them was an anti-imperial 
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act, and their imagery reached beyond the nation-less status that the British state accorded 

Ireland.83 These financial instruments were not adorned with doughy founding fathers or the 

originators of a national bank, but those whom the Brotherhood believed had defied British 

law and custom to build a tradition of Irish separatism. 

 

III 

The Fenian Brotherhood issued bonds for a relatively short period, and even during this time 

the money raised by their sale proved insufficient for the organisation’s activities. At a major 

Fenian meeting in Jones’s Wood on New York’s upper east side in March 1866, sales of 

bonds ‘were quite languid’ despite the best efforts of various Fenian orators.84 According an 

internal circular of April 1870, the Canadian invasions of 1866 for which the Brotherhood is 

now best known were underwritten not by the proceeds of bond sales but by the personal 

contributions of Fenian Senators. By 1868 the Brotherhood’s financial needs led its then 

president, John O’Neill, to recommend shaking down hibernophilic politicians at election 

time.85 However, the public spectacle of agents selling bonds convinced contemporaries of 

their importance. A high-ranking British informant recalled that no means of raising money 

‘was more successful than the issue of Fenian bonds.’ The ‘simple souls’ who subscribed 

‘were quite ready to part with their little all, in the belief that later on… they would be repaid 

with interest,’ he continued, and ‘very many of the persons displaying this credulity were 
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Irish girls in service… and thus came into vogue the sneering reference to the agitation being 

financed by the servant-girls of New York.’86 

Discussion of investment in Fenian bonds was framed in gendered terms and 

commentators often focused on the threat to the domestic finances of working class Irishmen 

and, especially, working class women, as the marketers of bonds were presumed to prey on 

their wide-eyed patriotism. ‘The Fenian scheme is… desperate,’ wrote one newspaper ‘for 

thousands of impulsive and thoughtless Irishmen and women may invest in it money [of] 

which they and their families are in need.’87 Worse, ‘credulous Irishmen and hard-working 

servant girls’ might be duped by one of the fraudulent bonds that the New York Times 

reported as being in circulation in the city in spring 1866, despite the best efforts of the 

Continental Bank Note Company.88 ‘Three presses have been running… on a very accurate 

counterfeit of the Fenian bonds of various denominations,’ the paper stated, suggesting the 

work of British agents.89 As historian Niall Whelehan has argued, the Fenians were often 

lampooned through images of ‘the Irish domestic servant handing over her savings to 

perfidious patriots.’90 These formulations, which delegitimised Fenian activity, questioned 

the honesty of nationalist organisers, and offered a paternalist characterisation of working 

class Irish women, found their way into British consular reports and the writings of British 

spies. 

Historians have not always agreed about the role of working class Irish American 

women in transatlantic nationalist movements but there is a consensus that such women 
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experienced greater occupational mobility than Irish American men, and that their disposable 

income underpinned a wide range of Irish American organisations.91 A Fenian Sisterhood 

operated alongside the Brotherhood, and again worked publicly to promote the sale of bonds 

as well as providing support for Fenian prisoners and encouraging a sense of national 

‘regeneration.’92 For Ellen Mahoney [also rendered Ellen O’Mahony], the Head Directress of 

the Fenian Sisterhood, bond purchases were an attractive alternative to the process of 

remitting money home, which she saw as propping up British authority in Ireland.93 The 

O’Mahony ledger book details two Sisterhood circles – there were at least fourteen more – 

and one female bond agent, Alice McNamara, who sold $300 of bonds between them.94 This 

represented sale of just over 60% of the bonds taken, well above the average rate of sale.  

Cross referencing the names - mostly the names of bond agents - gleaned from the 

Fenian ledger and from the later correspondence of Fenian bondholders with available census 

records and city directories generates a profile of those who engaged in this everyday 

diasporic nationalism through the purchase of the Brotherhood’s bonds.. John Maloney was a 

tailor living in Williamsburg, Brooklyn.95 Denis Hyland, a grocer and relatively successful 

bond agent, lived in Brooklyn, too, as did saddler Andrew Christian, who purchased a $10 
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bond in April 1866.96 According to the 1880 federal census, Mary McLester kept house at her 

home on Clarkson Street in Greenwich Village; her husband was listed as a ‘packer.’97 

Thomas H. Greelis was a 28-year old labourer living in Watervliet, just north of Albany, 

when he purchased a $20 Fenian bond.98 John McCullough of New Bedford, Massachusetts, 

moved $360 of the $1000 worth of bonds he took for sale; in the 1870 federal census he was 

recorded as a 49-year old father of nine, Irish-born, and a relatively affluent junk dealer.99 

William Murray, a Boston agent who sold over $5000 worth of bonds, owned a clothing 

warehouse in the city’s North End.100 John Madigan ran a saloon in Columbus, Ohio, and 

raised $500 for the Brotherhood.101 Of those names identifiable in census records, all were 

Irish-born and, at the time of the census used here, in employment, married, and with 

children. 
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The bonds of the Irish Republic were not unknown outside the borders of the United 

States, although, as one might expect, they circulated much less widely. Bond agents were 

active in Montreal and Toronto, and contemporaries reported tales of Fenian soldiers on the 

Canadian border offering bonds to residents as compensation for food and horses that they 

had taken.102 The O’Mahony faction, at least, used bonds as a form of performance-related 

pay, as the salary structure of Fenian Brotherhood officers included ‘deferred compensation’ 

in the form of bonds.103 In addition, the Brotherhood forwarded $20,000 worth of bonds to 

Paris for John Mitchel to distribute but, as he noted, floating a foreign loan required 

authorisation from the French government, which was not forthcoming.104 James Stephens, as 

head of the Irish Republican Brotherhood, took $10,000 worth of these bonds back from 

Mitchel, presumably with the intention of selling them in Ireland, though we have no 

evidence that this somewhat unlikely project developed any further.105 A comedic, unofficial 

effort to sell bonds in the very heart of the empire was rumbled by Scotland Yard, who gave 

the offending American Fenian three days to leave London. He did.106 Yet, through the 1940s 

and 1950s, the Irish government received letters asking for information about the redemption 

of Fenian bonds from Jamaica, Wales, England, Australia, and Canada, suggesting a 

diasporic circulation for these bonds, beyond the borders of the United States.107 
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Whilst the Irish Republican Brotherhood laboured in secrecy, the U.S.-based Fenian 

Brotherhood was free to act publicly and with impunity. The organisation put a premium on 

spectacle through military parades, fairs, and picnics, which provided a social space for 

members and an opportunity to raise funds.108 And publishing the records of Fenian meetings 

would create a virtuous circle, claimed one Philadelphian bond agent, as would trumpeting 

news of investments in the Fenian cause.109 Was so brazen a bond issue legal? Almost 

certainly. According to a contemporary newspaper report, the Continental Bank Note 

Company had required and received legal assurances that it was acting within the law in 

producing bonds for the Brotherhood.110 The act governing U.S. neutrality dated from 1818 

and was intended to prevent American citizens aiding Latin American revolutionaries without 

the support of their government, and was both limited and nearly impossible to enforce where 

local officials had any sympathy with the cause at issue.111 (There is no evidence, for 

instance, that the U.S. government ever tried to restrain individuals who issued Cuban or 

Nicaraguan bonds.)  

This highlights the limited capacity of the American state to interfere with its citizens 

enthusiasm for distant revolutions. In the mid-1850s British statesmen had pressed the federal 

government to offer stronger opposition to Irish republican organisations in the United States. 

In a candid but firm statement of the U.S. government’s position, Attorney General Caleb 

Cushing wrote that an effort to change another country’s political institutions was 
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‘undoubtedly a violation of national amity and comity’ but that there was ‘no law in the 

United States to forbid this.’112 Government restraint would follow only when ‘the spirit of 

interference… reaches its natural consummation, that of attempts to interfere in the affairs of 

foreign countries by force.’113 This was the government’s response to the Fenian movement 

of the 1860s: federal intervention followed only once the Brotherhood had launched its raids 

into Canada. All this left the mechanics of organising for revolution, including its financing, 

beyond the remit of law enforcement.  

The obviously public nature of Fenian bonds may not have troubled U.S. authorities, 

but it posed difficulties for the Fenian Brotherhood in a different context. Open, performative, 

and accessible diasporic nationalism was also open and accessible to British and Irish 

prosecutors. According to nationalist agitator John Devoy, a Fenian bond bearing 

O’Mahony’s signature, was seized by British police and used by government lawyers in late 

1865 as part of the case to prove the existence of an international conspiracy.114 The ease 

with which the British government could fashion the criminal charges out of the slightest 

connection with Fenian activity in either Ireland or the United States made the subversive act 

of owning a bond a treasonable one, too. As one Irish-American, arrested for his part in a 

Fenian filibustering expedition, argued, nothing stopped informants swearing that they ‘saw 

him at a public [Fenian Brotherhood] meeting in America, saw an Irish bond hanging up 

behind his counter, or a saw a name to correspond with his published… as having spoke [sic] 

or written in favor of republicanism.’115  
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 As the prospect of a successful Irish revolution faded, the term ‘Fenian bond’ became 

a synonym for a quixotic venture and a worthless investment. After the arrest of Fenian 

soldiers in Ontario in June 1866, the Toronto Daily Telegraph sarcastically asked whether the 

prisoners could pay their bail with Fenian bonds.116 Volatile Spanish bonds; money risked 

against a disreputable filibustering expedition in Turkey; and outstanding First World War 

debts that would never be repaid were all compared to or described as ‘Fenian bonds’.117 The 

‘true Fenian Bonds,’ suggested Punch wryly, was ‘a good pair of handcuffs.’118 And the 

analogy of Fenian bonds was used to disabuse those European investors who hoped that the 

reconstructed United States would honour Confederate war debts.119  

This pairing of Confederate and Fenian bonds was a valued rhetorical device but it 

also usefully reflected a sense of moral equivalence: U.S. toleration of the Fenian 

Brotherhood’s activities mirrored Britain’s apparent encouragement of the Confederate 

rebellion. Fenian bonds, suggested one Illinois newspaper, ‘will doubtless become as popular 

in Wall street as did the Confederate bonds at the Royal Exchange or the Paris Bourse.’120 

And just as the British government was fully aware that the Fenian Brotherhood purchased 

arms and ammunition in the United States – mostly from former Union arsenals – so 

Americans were well informed about the Confederacy’s acquisition of war materiel in 

Britain.121 This sense of parity had, in turn, consequences for Anglo-American relations in the 

post-Civil War era.  At the same time as the value of Fenian bonds collapsed, their diplomatic 

capital increased. The British government, keen to find some counterweight to American 
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claims for reparations for British actions during the Civil War, seized on Fenian activities as 

demonstrating the flimsiness of U.S. neutrality. The Fenian bond comprised a part of this 

case and in the intergovernmental negotiations over outstanding Civil War claims in the 

spring of 1872, the bonds’ text and production were detailed in the British counterclaim.122 

British lawyers dug over John O’Mahony’s speech to the Fenian faithful in January 1865, 

presenting the issuance of bonds as part of a broader attempt to build a disciplined, sustained 

movement to contest British rule in Ireland. The British case also cited a New York World 

article of early March 1866, which had breathlessly reported that the ‘Fenian funds are 

disproportioned to any pacific objects. They mean war or they mean nothing.’123  

Here the Fenian bond was wielded as a diplomatic tool, but it was also moulded into a 

broader critique of American foreign policy. The British government’s delegation at Geneva, 

led by the dyspeptic Lord Chief Justice Alexander Cockburn, wrote a stinging assessment of 

the American case that highlighted the elisions, inefficacy and hypocrisy of U.S. diplomacy 

in its response to – and collusion with – distant revolutions. The U.S. government, according 

to one commentator, regarded itself as having ‘steadily adhered to principles of international 

neutrality… at whatever hazard of domestic or foreign inconvenience,’ but this was fiction.124 

The British representatives argued that ‘however rigorously the United States may now be 

disposed to estimate the obligations of other powers, they have not so construed their own.’125 

Rather, the historical record showed only ‘the impunity with which armed expeditions have 
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been repeatedly, and with little or no attempt at concealment, organized within the United 

States.’126 The history of the United States’ attitude to neutral obligations was ‘from first to 

last a history of unlawful enterprises,’ taking in ‘Great Britain, Spain, Portugal, Mexico, the 

Central American Republics, Cuba, and Canada.’ In each case the song remained the same: 

‘some scheme of annexation, or other form of invasion is started, public meetings of 

sympathisers are held, a reckless soldier of fortune is selected for chief, funds are raised by 

bonds… arms are collected, recruits advertised… and at length a certain number of men are 

got together and embark.’127 From this perspective, occasional disregard for the norms of 

international comity was woven into the fabric of American statecraft. From another, this was 

simply a description of the inevitably messy and inevitably contested processes employed by 

nationalist, secessionist, and anti-imperialist non-state actors as they sought to leverage the 

forms of nation-state legitimacy - including the mechanics of fund raising – in the service of 

national self-realisation.  

 

IV 

In the course of 1919, the provisional government of the Irish Republic floated another 

iteration of nationalist bonds on the American market. The war of independence that spun out 

of the Easter Rising and the bloody reprisals of the British government required funds; the 

United States, with its large Irish diaspora, was an obvious place to look.128 By contrast with 

those issued in the 1860s, these bonds were authorised not by an American auxiliary but by 

statesmen in Ireland proper. The legality of this effort was more obviously contestable as, in 
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an effort to better oversee domestic securities, several U.S. states now regulated the 

marketing and sale of bonds.129 Under legal advisement (including that of Franklin D. 

Roosevelt, then of New York law firm Emmet, Marvin and Martin) representatives of the 

provisional Irish government engineered a workaround. Instead of bonds, subscribers to the 

nationalist cause in the United States would instead receive a ‘Bond Certificate,’ or the 

promise of a future promise.130 Roosevelt’s manoeuvres did little to appease the U.S. State 

Department, however, which maintained ‘a firm policy against’ not just the transmission of 

funds but also their initial sale so as ‘to prevent our territory [being used] to further rebellion 

against a friendly nation,’ alongside whom the United States had just fought.131  

By contrast with the Fenian bonds of the 1860s, the Bond Certificates were altogether 

more sober, more legalistic, and less spectacular, though they reflected the impact of Gaelic 

Revival on Irish political culture [Image 5]. 
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Image 5: A $50 bond of the prospective Republic of Ireland, dated 21 January 1920.132 

 

These certificates were more precise in detailing the obligation they entailed. ‘One month 

after the international recognition of the [Irish] Republic,’ the bearer could present their Bond 

Certificate at the Republic’s Treasury in exchange for a ‘Gold Bond of the Republic of 

Ireland,’ which would in turn bear five per cent interest ‘from the first day of the seventh 

month after the freeing of the territory of the Republic of Ireland from Britain’s military 

control and said Bond to be redeemable at par within one year thereafter.’133 However, as 

Éamon de Valera, then attempting to secure popular and official American support for the 

nascent Irish republic, noted, the Bond Certificates were not issued ‘on a purely financial 
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basis’ to appeal to investors, but as a ‘sentimental appeal.’134 Each investor should think of 

his purchase as a ‘free gift of his money’ and, as with Fenian bonds, small denominations 

were available for purchase.135 The Certificates were explicitly a form of ‘special money’: the 

market for them was built on sentiment and, as the organisers told it, the convictions of those 

‘Americans who love liberty and desire to see it triumph in Ireland.’136 

 Sentiment rhymed with good politics in two ways. First, as historian Francis M. 

Carroll has argued, the process of issuing bonds was intended to engender legitimacy for the 

Irish republic as a nation-state. The issuance of bonds and their scheduled redemption 

conformed to norms that governed the way that recognised nation-states behaved. Second,  

De Valera also made a commitment to honour outstanding Fenian bonds.137 No-one was quite 

certain how many survived; the New York Times snarkily suggested that any that remained 

would owe their existence more to their use as ‘shinplasters’ or ‘wallpaper’ than to any long-

term faith in Irish nationalism.138 The Provisional Government’s Minister for Finance, 

Michael Collins, saw the virtue in stressing what he called ‘continuity of responsibility’: he 

believed that the redemption of Fenian bonds represented an act of justice to the past 

generations who had subscribed to the idea of an Irish republic virtually established.139 The 

precise nature of that redemption was contested as Collins and De Valera disagreed over the 

date from which interest ought to be paid on Fenian bonds but both accepted that bonds 
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issued by either branch of the Fenian Brotherhood would function as proxy Bond Certificates, 

tying past generations of Irish nationalists in the United States into the contemporary effort to 

sustain the nascent republic.  

In turn, the process of repaying those who had subscribed to the Bond Certificates 

was fraught and echoed the debates over legitimacy that led to civil war in Ireland between 

June 1922 and May 1923. Though the Irish Free State prevailed in that conflict, courts in the 

United States insisted in turning over money from bond sales to court-appointed receivers.140 

They set about the time-intensive and costly process of identifying bondholders and 

administering payments to them. Ultimately, for every dollar subscribed in 1920-1921, fifty-

eight cents was repaid.141 Shortly after becoming the head of the Irish government in spring 

1932, de Valera, who had opposed the Free State’s claim on money held in U.S. banks, 

announced that further reimbursement would be offered to American bondholders on the 

basis of moral - not legal - commitments that the Irish state had made to its early backers.142 

In July 1933 the Dáil approved an Act to authorise redemption of the remaining American 

bonds, estimated to be worth between $5,040,000 and $6,300,000. This offered bondholders 

$1.25 for every dollar subscribed, and set a deadline of 31 August 1934 for holders to file 

their claims.143 Between 1927 and 1937 the Irish government maintained a Loans Repayment 

Office at 117 Liberty Street, Manhattan, for redemption of the bonds issued between 1919 

and 1921. Ultimately the office paid out just under $2.5 million to American claimants.144 
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Those who failed to exchange their bonds, or who failed to redeem them within the 

specified period, found themselves out of luck, as a flurry of irate letters from Fenian 

bondholders after the formal establishment of the Republic of Ireland in 1949 testified.145 

‘Surely the gentlemen now in power, do not wish to take all the credit for accomplishing the 

Irish freedom,’ Elizabeth McLester needled.146 Irish politicians would undo the careful work 

of knitting together the generations should they ‘forget entirely the work of their predecessors 

who laid the foundation for the work many of them sacrificing their lives in the effort.’147 The 

most irritated supplicants went so far as to threaten litigation: for them, the bonds were not 

significant as special money but as a bankable financial instrument.148 For those who 

exchanged their Fenian bonds promptly the returns were reasonable if not spectacular: a $10 

1866 bond, exchanged at par in 1920, would yield $12.50 in 1930.149 

The financial and political afterlives of the Fenian bond have been outlasted by 

another: the aesthetic. The bond behind the counter that could get Irish-Americans into 

trouble, noted above, suggested faith that the bond’s aesthetic value outstripped its worth as a 

financial instrument. Here, Fenian bonds became an indicator, a marker in public space, of a 

shop or bar owner’s support for the Irish Republic ‘virtually established’ – or perhaps a 

laconic joke for the clientele to enjoy over a drink.150 Michael Collins borrowed a Fenian 

bond with the intention of using it as a model for the bonds issued domestically in Ireland 

during the War of Independence, though ultimately the provisional government decided on 
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using a system of signed receipts instead.151 The man from whom he had borrowed it had 

taken the trouble to have it framed and ‘placed within double plates of glass so that both sides 

are available for inspection.’152 And Fenian bonds retain their appeal to collectors. Despite 

their apparent ubiquity at mid-century – the American Irish Historical Society and the 

National Museum of Ireland both noted the frequency with which people offered them bonds 

for sale – those bonds, signed by O’Mahony and Scanlan, handled by saddlers, grocers and 

servant girls, now sell for twenty, forty, even sixty times their face value via online traders 

and high-end auction houses.153 Not such junk, after all. 
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